2000 plymouth neon oil

Great oil for Camaro's. GEO Prizm goes , miles. Gov't testing to cut costs. Pest Control
Company Saves Money. World's Fasted 4 Cylinder World Record. Police fleet makes switch.
Jeep owner sees increased MPG. All products are drop-shipped from a one of 14 warehouses
strategically placed throughout the US and Canada. Shipping is fast and cheap! If you wish to
order over the phone, call the highlighted phone number in yellow above right now. Click the
"Add to Cart" button and add the suggested quantities on the following page. Then click
Checkout after you've added your last item to the cart. Pay what dealers pay by using this
option! All the smart buyers go with this. There's no minimum or maximum orders. These are
all-season oils. No need to waste time performing totally unnecessary maintenance because of
how hot or cold it is outside when using AMSOIL. Does your car have over 75, miles? Seeking a
high mileage oil? Have oil consumption? Consider one of the oils below instead! Feel free to
share the link of this web page on any message forums that you are on as long as this vehicle
matches its subject matter. Thank you. Hover your mouse over any thumbnail below: Wins Thin
Film. Wins Oil Consumption. Resists Heat Better. Starts Easier. PrefCust 1 Any one of the filters
below are suitable to be used in your vehicle. Pick the one that best meets your driving distance
each year and match it up with the corresponding lube. Have an extra quart handy to top off
when necessary. Spin-on and cartridge available. Appropriate one will be sent based on your
vehicle. Guaranteed up to 15, miles or one year , whichever comes first, before needing to be
changed. Either of the lubricants below are specific for this vehicle and meet manufacture's
recommended lubrication specification. Change oil when Oil Life Monitor tells you to change
the oil or go by the owner's manual factory drain interval. TBN: 7. Freezing point: F. Change
every 10, miles or 6-months, whichever comes first. TBN: 9. Do not go by vehicle's oil life
monitor when using this oil. Go by distance or time. Fully Synthetic lubricant. Lasts up to 1 year
or 25, miles before needing to be drained. Up to 15, miles or 1-yr with severe service. Freezing
point F. TBN: Note: To go up to 25, miles on the same oil, for some vehicles it may require
changing the oil filter 2 or more times and topping off when an Amsoil 25, mile filter is not
available. Pour point F. Improves fuel economy. Great hot and cold start protection. Keeps
engine clean and sludge free. Excellent for older cars. Works in both gasoline and diesel
engines! Ideal for high mileage cars. Contains high-zinc additives. Great for flat tappet cams
and high tension valve springs. Superior performance over conventional oil with the bonus of
increased fuel economy. Provides superior wear protection. Helps with "burn-off" typically
found with conventional oils. Contains superior high-zinc additives. Also great for engines that
have flat tappet cams and vehicles that are under high stress and operating temperature.
Superior protection again oxidation, neutralizing acids, inhibiting corrosion, reducing wear and
protects against deposits. Works in gas or diesel engines. Easy to use. Just pour in with old oil,
let idle around 15 minutes do not drive! Amsoil P. Highly concentrated. Pour entire bottle in the
gas tank about every 4, miles to clean out the fuel injection or carburetor and lines. This is really
good stuff! Order several bottles to keep on hand to use throughout the year. This product is
superior to anything you can get mixed with your fuel from the gas station pump. The Courtesy
Cab company 1st video clip on the testimonials page uses this religiously in all of their cabs
and avoids major injection cleaning from this product. Checkout Or continue shopping for
another car 1 Have the above lube, air filter , engine lube filter vehicle maintenance part
numbers and quantities highlighted above ready to give to operator over the phone These are
part numbers above are specifically used with this vehicle. After normal business hours sales
To purchase what you see on this web page, see ordering instructions below to add to
shopping cart! Tell a friend about this page:. Order Credit cards accepted:. Vehicle Information
:. Any one of the filters below are suitable to be used in your vehicle. Amsoil Absolute Efficiency
Filter. Note: Replaces the Ea15k33, which will still work for this vehicle. Amsoil Engine Flush suggested if you have over 10, miles on the engine and never used synthetic oil before. Check
your shopping cart after adding all items above. Checkout Or continue shopping for another
car. Have the above lube, air filter , engine lube filter vehicle maintenance part numbers and
quantities highlighted above ready to give to operator over the phone These are part numbers
above are specifically used with this vehicle. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. I have had contact with many dealers while looking for a used car. This was
the only place where I actually felt valued as a customer. The car was in great shape, just as
advertised, they were upfront an honest and made the process enjoyable! I highly recommend
this dealer. Great service!! This team is willing to work with you even after the car has been
brought. Thnk u for the great service! Nice people. Car was on hold and then sold. I still am
considering CARite in my vehicle search. They have a great inventory of cars just not the one to
be called mine as of yet. The return call and e-mail was within a 12 hour time frame for both
questions that I had asked. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck
that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do

my car buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too very fair.
Even though I decided not to buy a second at this time. Sergio was very professional. I am just
not ready. Thank you. I had a great experience buying my car i will recomended them to my
friends and familly. I would buy from them again. I am 65 years old and it was the best buying
experience that I have had yet. I felt no pressure to buy the 4 runner or the extended warranty. I
was asked if I would like the extended warranty only once and I did not buy it. They were very
professional. I was very satisfied with my experience. The dealer was very informative over the
phone and scheduled the following morning for a drive. They were very professional and direct
when it came to pricing, trade in and final paperwork. No hassle which I appreciated. It was a
great experience and I expect to enjoy my new car for a long time. The team was very helpful
with helping me in any choice I was going to make So I salute them. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Plymouth Neon listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Negotiable 87, mi.
Why Use CarGurus? I just recently got a used dodge neon es with miles on it. It now has on it
and it has a problem with the oil. The oil is not leaking. There is no puddle of oil or any trace of
oil under the car however, when i check the oil it always seems to be less and less. The engine
is not overheating so i don't think it is a head gasket issue. Any suggestions on what it is and
what i can do to fix it. If the oil is disappearing, there are only 2 places it can go. Either
externally or burned internally. Although the 2. An easy check to see if the engine is burning oil
is to rub your finger along the inside of the tail pipe it should go without saying but I'll say it
anyway The first thing I would try is replacing the PCV valve, that's cheap and easy to replace. If
that doesn't fix it, it may be the valve seals or even possibly the piston rings, both are expensive
repairs. My suggestion is if replacing the PCV valve doesn't work, as long as the engine is
running good, just drive it, and add oil when needed. The heads have to be removed, inspect
valves, if bad you can replace valves, or replace the head s for a rebuilt set. Trending News.
Wife of drug kingpin El Chapo arrested in Virginia. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant.
Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Jobless workers may face a surprise tax bill.
Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Answer Save. Jay P Lv 7. How do you
think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Your valves and or valve seats
may be worn out. Larry E Lv 7. It sounds like it is burning it. If it is it will take an overhaul to fix
it. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Great oil for Camaro's. GEO Prizm
goes , miles. Gov't testing to cut costs. Pest Control Company Saves Money. World's Fasted 4
Cylinder World Record. Police fleet makes switch. Jeep owner sees increased MPG. All
products are drop-shipped from a one of 14 warehouses strategically placed throughout the US
and Canada. Shipping is fast and cheap! If you wish to order over the phone, call the
highlighted phone number in yellow above right now. Click the "Add to Cart" button and add the
suggested quantities on the following page. Then click Checkout after you've added your last
item to the cart. Pay what dealers pay by using this option! All the smart buyers go with this.
There's no minimum or maximum orders. These are all-season oils. No need to waste time
performing totally unnecessary maintenance because of how hot or cold it is outside when
using AMSOIL. Does your car have over 75, miles? Seeking a high mileage oil? Have oil
consumption? Consider one of the oils below instead! Feel free to share the link of this web
page on any message forums that you are on as long as this vehicle matches its subject matter.
Thank you. Hover your mouse over any thumbnail below: Wins Thin Film. Wins Oil
Consumption. Resists Heat Better. Starts Easier. PrefCust 1 Any one of the filters below are
suitable to be used in your vehicle. Pick the one that best meets your driving distance each year
and match it up with the corresponding lube. Have an extra quart handy to top off when
necessary. Spin-on and cartridge available. Appropriate one will be sent based on your vehicle.
Guaranteed up to 15, miles or one year , whichever comes first, before needing to be changed.
Either of the lubricants below are specific for this vehicle and meet manufacture's
recommended lubrication specification. Change oil when Oil Life Monitor tells you to change
the oil or go by the owner's manual factory drain interval. TBN: 7. Freezing point: F. Change
every 10, miles or 6-months, whichever comes first. TBN: 9. Do not go by vehicle's oil life
monitor when using this oil. Go by distance or time. Fully Synthetic lubricant. Lasts up to 1 year

or 25, miles before needing to be drained. Up to 15, miles or 1-yr with severe service. Freezing
point F. TBN: Note: To go up to 25, miles on the same oil, for some vehicles it may require
changing the oil filter 2 or more times and topping off when an Amsoil 25, mile filter is not
available. Pour point F. Improves fuel economy. Great hot and cold start protection. Keeps
engine clean and sludge free. Excellent for older cars. Works in both gasoline and diesel
engines! Ideal for high mileage cars. Contains high-zinc additives. Great for flat tappet cams
and high tension valve springs. Superior performance over conventional oil with the bonus of
increased fuel economy. Provides superior wear protection. Helps with "burn-off" typically
found with conventional oils. Contains superior high-zinc additives. Also great for engines that
have flat tappet cams and vehicles that are under high stress and operating temperature.
Superior protection again oxidation, neutralizing acids, inhibiting corrosion, reducing wear and
protects against deposits. Works in gas or diesel engines. Easy to use. Just pour in with old oil,
let idle around 15 minutes do not drive! Amsoil P. Highly concentrated. Pour entire bottle in the
gas tank about every 4, miles to clean out the fuel injection or carburetor and lines. This is really
good stuff! Order several bottles to keep on hand to use throughout the year. This product is
superior to anything you can get mixed with your fuel from the gas station pump. The Courtesy
Cab company 1st video clip on the testimonials page uses this religiously in all of their cabs
and avoids major injection cleaning from this product. Checkout Or continue shopping for
another car 1 Have the above lube, air filter , engine lube filter vehicle maintenance part
numbers and quantities highlighted above ready to give to operator over the phone These are
part numbers above are specifically used with this vehicle. After normal business hours sales
To purchase what you see on this web page, see ordering instructions below to add to
shopping cart! Tell a friend about this page:. Order Credit cards accepted:. Vehicle Information
:. Any one of the filters below are suitable to be used in your vehicle. Amsoil Absolute Efficiency
Filter. Note: Replaces the Ea15k33, which will still work for this vehicle. Amsoil Engine Flush suggested if you have over 10, miles on the engine and never used synthetic oil before. Check
your shopping cart after adding all items above. Checkout Or continue shopping for another
car. Have the above lube, air filter , engine lube filter vehicle maintenance part numbers and
quantities highlighted above ready to give to operator over the phone These are part numbers
above are specifically used with this vehicle. It is a great car. I had very little problems with it. I
would buy another one. Great in the snow. This car was originally purchased for my wife in I
have been driving it regularly since It has , miles on it it runs like a champ. No major issues at
all. I drive in some pretty awful conditions and am quite confident in the Neon. This has proven
to be one of the most reliable, fun to drive and economical cars I've ever purchased. The only
problem I've had is leaky window and trunk seals. I look forward to many more enjoyable miles
out of this fun and terribly underrated car. Excellent rally-cross capabilities! I bought this car for
and despite having only one previous owner, this person didn't do ANY maintenance on the car,
and left all of that up to the next owner, me. The front power windows haven't worked since the
purchase. Chipping paint is pretty common on the front bumper. The front passenger speaker
blew around 80k mi, and the in-dash speaker on the same side went as well around 92k. I have
all aftermarket speakers in the car now. I had problems with the alternator twice, but only had to
replace it once. It is comfy however; lots of room for 5 passengers. The CD changer broke on
me when I tried playing burnt CDs, which lead to the replacement of the stereo. Did not have a
great experience with this car. Build quality was horrible. The brake pads fell off locking the
wheel on way to work. Also had the brakes not work at al
poniac 2000
2001 chevrolet impala
2000 ford taurus lx
l vacuum problem and almost ended up in the Bay. Lots of rattles, bumper faded seems to be a
usual problem with red Neons. Car feels small, but did have a comfortable seat. With seats
down, you could fit quite a bit of stuff. Had a 5 speed manual transmission automatic was only 3
speed! The rubberized plastic parts were peeling before I bought it, and only got worse even
with my obsessive car detailing! Ok, great gas mileage, excellent factory sound system! The
drivers seat lumbar area is horrible. My back kills me after more than 15 minutes driving it. The
breaks squeek constantly, and be prepared for major transmission work, or replacement.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Neon. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. It's
a shame they stopped making these! My aching back! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Neons for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Neon. Sign Up.

